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ABSTRACT
The merger of a neutron star binary may result in the formation of a rapidly-spinning magnetar. The magnetar
can potentially survive for seconds or longer as a supramassive neutron star before collapsing to a black hole
if, indeed, it collapses at all. During this process, a fraction of the magnetar’s rotational energy of∼ 1053 erg is
transferred via magnetic spin-down to the surrounding ejecta. The resulting interaction between the ejecta and
the surrounding circumburst medium powers a & year-long synchrotron radio transient. We present a search
for radio emission with the Very Large Array following nine short-duration gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) at rest-
frame times of≈ 1.3−7.6 years after the bursts, focusing on those events which exhibit early-time excess X-ray
emission that may signify the presence of magnetars. We place upper limits of . 18 − 32µJy on the 6.0 GHz
radio emission, corresponding to spectral luminosities of . (0.05 − 8.3)×1039 erg s−1. Comparing these limits
to the predicted radio emission from a long-lived remnant and incorporating measurements of the circumburst
densities from broad-band modeling of short GRB afterglows, we rule out a stable magnetar with an energy of
1053 erg for half of the events in our sample. A supramassive remnant that injects a lower rotational energy of
1052 erg is ruled out for a single event, GRB 050724A. This study represents the deepest and most extensive
search for long-term radio emission following short GRBs to date, and thus the most stringent limits placed on
the physical properties of magnetars associated with short GRBs from radio observations.
1. INTRODUCTION
The merger of two neutron stars (NSs) in a compact bi-
nary can result in the formation of a massive NS remnant,
which is generally assumed to collapse subsequently to a
black hole. Accretion onto the black hole then powers a rel-
ativistic transient, a short-duration gamma-ray burst (GRB;
Narayan et al. 1992; Ruffert & Janka 1999; Aloy et al. 2005;
Rezzolla et al. 2011; Berger et al. 2013; Tanvir et al. 2013;
Berger 2014; Ruiz et al. 2016), with a prompt gamma-ray
emission duration of . 2 sec. One of the biggest uncertain-
ties in this canonical picture is how long the NS remnant sur-
vives prior to collapse. This depends on the mass of the fi-
nal remnant and the highly uncertain Equation of State (EoS)
of dense nuclear matter (Özel et al. 2010; Lasky et al. 2014;
Fryer et al. 2015; Lawrence et al. 2015; Özel et al. 2016).
A massive NS remnant, which is supported against grav-
ity exclusively by its differential rotation, is known as a hy-
permassive NS. Somewhat less massive NSs, which can be
supported even by their solid body rotation, are known as
supramassive. A hypermassive NS can survive for at most
a few hundred milliseconds after the merger, before col-
lapsing due to the loss of its differential rotation by inter-
nal electromagnetic torques and gravitational wave radiation
(e.g., Shibata & Taniguchi 2006). In contrast, supramassive
remnants spin-down to the point of collapse through less
efficient processes, such as magnetic dipole radiation, and
hence can remain stable for &seconds to minutes. The dis-
covery of NSs with masses ≈ 2 M⊙ (Demorest et al. 2010;
Antoniadis et al. 2013) places a lower limit on the maximum
NS mass, making it likely that the remnants produced in
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at least some NS mergers are supramassive (e.g., Özel et al.
2010). The mergers of particularly low mass binaries may
even produce indefinitely stable remnants, from which a black
hole never forms (e.g., Giacomazzo & Perna 2013).
The high angular momentum of a merging binary guar-
antees that the NS remnant will be born rotating rapidly,
with a spin period close to the break-up value of ∼ 1 ms.
The remnant may also acquire a strong magnetic field, &
1014 − 1015 G, as a result of shear-induced instabilities and
dynamo activity (Duncan & Thompson 1992; Usov 1992;
Price & Rosswog 2006; Zrake & MacFadyen 2013). Such a
supramassive “magnetar” remnant possesses a reservoir of
rotational energy up to ≈ 1053 erg (Metzger & Bower 2014;
Metzger et al. 2015), which is not available in cases where the
NS promptly collapses to a black hole. Through its magnetic
dipole spin-down, a magnetar remnant serves as a continu-
ous power source, with the exact evolution of its spin-down
luminosity dependent on the birth period and dipole mag-
netic field strength of the remnant (Zhang & Mészáros 2001;
Metzger et al. 2008; Bucciantini et al. 2012; Siegel et al.
2014; Siegel & Ciolfi 2016).
Metzger et al. (2008) showed that the ongoing energy input
from a long-lived magnetar is well-matched to a puzzling fea-
ture which distinguishes a subset of short GRBs: ≈1/4−1/2 of
short bursts discovered with the Swift satellite (Gehrels et al.
2004) have excess emission in their light curves when com-
pared to the standard synchrotron model for afterglows. In-
deed, ≈ 15-20% of Swift short GRBs have prolonged X-ray
activity for tens to hundreds of seconds following the bursts
themselves (“extended emission”; Norris & Bonnell 2006;
Perley et al. 2009). Other events have a temporary flatten-
ing or “plateau” in the flux decline rate of their X-ray after-
glows for ≈ 102 − 103 seconds after the burst (Nousek et al.
2006). Still others have late-time excess X-ray emission
on timescales of ∼few days (Perley et al. 2009; Fong et al.
2014). Other than the anomalous X-ray behavior, there are
no obvious differences between these bursts and the normal
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Table 1
Log of VLA 6.0 GHz Observations
GRB z UT Date δtrest Fν νLν X-ray behavior
(yr) (µJy) (erg s−1)
GRB 050724A 0.257 2015 Feb 22.472 7.629 < 22.1 2.7× 1038 Extended emission
GRB 051221A 0.546 2015 Feb 22.718 5.936 < 19.5 1.4× 1039 Plateau
GRB 070724A 0.457 2015 Feb 21.058 5.206 < 19.1 9.1× 1038 Plateau
GRB 080905A 0.122 2015 Feb 23.723 5.769 < 22.2 5.2× 1037 Plateau
GRB 090510 0.903 2015 Mar 6.625 3.062 < 26.5 6.6× 1039 Extended emission
GRB 090515 0.403 2015 Mar 2.427 4.135 < 22.7 8.0× 1038 Plateau
GRB 100117A 0.915 2015 Feb 27.674 2.671 < 32.0 8.3× 1039 Plateaua
GRB 101219A 0.718 2015 Feb 24.011 2.437 < 17.5 2.5× 1039 Plateau
GRB 130603B 0.356 2015 Mar 5.451 1.292 < 20.6 5.4× 1038 Late-time excess
Note. — Upper limits correspond to 3σ confidence.
a The X-ray afterglow of GRB 100117A also exhibited flaring activity (Margutti et al. 2011).
population of short GRBs in any of their host galaxy prop-
erties (Fong et al. 2013), suggesting an origin intrinsic to the
burst central engine.
Long-lived magnetar remnants have been commonly in-
voked to explain the excess emission observed follow-
ing short GRBs. Several studies have fit magnetar mod-
els to short GRBs with extended emission (Gompertz et al.
2013), X-ray and optical plateaus (Rowlinson et al. 2010,
2013; Gompertz et al. 2015), and late-time excess emission
(Fan et al. 2013; Fong et al. 2014), resulting in inferred spin
periods of ≈ 1 − 10 ms and large magnetic fields of ≈ (2 −
40)× 1015 G. As an alternative to the magnetar model, other
energy sources remain energetically viable: most notably,
late-time “fall-back” accretion onto the remnant black hole
(Rosswog 2007; Kumar et al. 2008; Cannizzo et al. 2011). In
order to substantiate the magnetar scenario for this subset of
short GRBs, and also provide crucial insight on the NS EoS,
it is necessary to test additional predictions of the magnetar
model.
Synchrotron radio emission is expected from the interaction
of the ejecta in a NS merger and the surrounding circumburst
medium (Nakar & Piran 2011), similar to a young supernova
remnant. Metzger & Bower (2014) pointed out that the ra-
dio brightness of this interaction would be significantly en-
hanced in the case of a supramassive or stable magnetar rem-
nant, due to the additional energy imparted to the ejecta by
the injected rotational energy, which can exceed that of the
dynamical ejecta by three or four orders of magnitude. Since
there is substantial observational evidence linking short GRBs
to NS mergers (Fong & Berger 2013; Berger et al. 2013;
Tanvir et al. 2013; Berger 2014), radio observations follow-
ing short GRBs offer an independent way to explore the ex-
istence of long-lived (supramassive or stable) magnetar rem-
nants. Using radio observations of seven short GRBs on ∼ 1-
3 yr timescales, Metzger & Bower (2014) placed constraints
on the circumburst density of . 0.1 − 1 cm−3 assuming an en-
ergy reservoir of 3× 1052 erg. Similarly, Horesh et al. (2016)
analyzed two bursts and placed limits of . 0.001 − 5 cm−3 de-
pending on the value of the assumed ejecta mass, and assumed
the same energy of 3× 1052 erg.
Here, we present radio observations of nine short GRBs on
rest-frame timescales of ∼ 2 − 8 years after the bursts, focus-
ing on those events which exhibit excess X-ray emission at
early times that may signify the presence of magnetars. This
sample represents the largest and deepest survey for long-
timescale radio emission of short GRBs to date, and provides
a unique test of the magnetar model. We utilize this data set
to constrain the presence of magnetars formed as a result of
the mergers. In Section 2, we outline the sample and radio ob-
servations. In Section 3, we describe the magnetar model and
in Section 4, we present the analysis and results, including
the constraints on the magnetar rotational energies and envi-
ronment circumburst densities. In Section 5, we compare this
work to previous studies of emission from magnetars in short
GRBs, and we conclude in Section 6.
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. Sample
We select all short GRBs with sub-arcsecond localization,
spectroscopic redshifts and sky locations observable with the
VLA. We further require that the events have pre-existing
observations which indicate unusual behavior potentially at-
tributed to a remnant magnetar: extended emission, X-ray
plateau, or a late-time X-ray excess. These selection crite-
ria limit our sample to nine events (Table 1). In our sample,
two events have extended emission, six have X-ray plateaus,
and one has a late-time excess.
2.2. VLA Observations
We observed the positions of nine short GRBs with the Karl
G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) from 2015 Feb 21 to Mar
6 UT (Table 1; Program 15A-246). For each burst, we ob-
tained 1 hr of observations in B configuration at a mean fre-
quency of 6.0 GHz (lower and upper side-bands centered at
4.9 GHz and 7.0 GHz). We follow standard procedures in
the Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS; Greisen
2003) for data calibration and analysis, using 3C48 and 3C286
for flux calibration, and standard sources as part of the VLA
calibrator manual5 for gain calibration. We do not detect any
source in or around the positions of the GRBs. To obtain 3σ
upper limits on the flux density, Fν , we use AIPS/IMSTAT
on source-free regions surrounding the GRB positions. The
6.0 GHz upper limits are listed in Table 1. The limits span a
range, Fν . 18 − 32µJy with a median of Fν . 22µJy.
5 https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/observing/callist
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3. MAGNETAR MODEL
Simulations of binary NS mergers find the dynamical
ejection of ∼ 0.01 M⊙ of material (Rosswog et al. 1999;
Hotokezaka et al. 2013a; Kyutoku et al. 2015; Radice et al.
2016), while a comparable or greater amount of mass
may be lost in outflows from the remnant accretion disk
(Metzger et al. 2009; Fernández & Metzger 2013; Just et al.
2015). In the case of a long-lived NS remnant, the disk
wind ejecta mass can approach the total disk mass of ≈
0.1 M⊙ (Metzger & Fernández 2014). A high ejecta mass of
∼ 0.03 − 0.08 M⊙ was also inferred based on modeling the
kilonova emission from the short GRB 130603B (Berger et al.
2013; Hotokezaka et al. 2013b; Tanvir et al. 2013).
In the case of a long-lived magnetar, a significant frac-
tion of the magnetar’s rotational energy can be imparted to
the dynamical and disk wind ejecta, accelerating it to mildly
relativistic speeds (Metzger & Piro 2014; Metzger & Bower
2014). The deceleration of this fast material by its shock in-
teraction with the circumburst medium produces synchrotron
emission peaking at MHz to GHz frequencies (Nakar & Piran
2011; Metzger & Bower 2014; Hotokezaka & Piran 2015).
The synchrotron model provides a mapping from the flux den-
sities to physical parameters of the magnetar and circumburst
environment: magnetar’s rotational energy (E), ejecta mass
(Mej), circumburst density (n), fractions of post-shock energy
in radiating electrons (ǫe) and magnetic fields (ǫB), and the
electron power-law distribution index (p) that describes the
input distribution of electrons with N(γ)∝ γ−p.
In the radio band, the synchrotron spectrum is characterized
by two break frequencies, the maximum frequency (νm) and
the self-absorption frequency (νa). Here, we assume that the
observing frequency is greater than both of the break frequen-
cies, such that νobs > νm,νa, as is generally satisfied at νobs
= 6 GHz (Nakar & Piran 2011). In this regime, the observed
flux peaks at a characteristic deceleration timescale, tdec, by
which time the ejecta transfers most of its energy to the sur-
rounding medium. This timescale is given by (Nakar & Piran
2011)
tdec ≈ 300E−1/252 M
5/6
ej,−2n
−1/3 days (1)
where E52 is the energy in units of 1052 erg, Mej,−2 is the ejecta
mass in units of 0.01 M⊙ and n is the density in cm−3. The
corresponding peak flux density is (Nakar & Piran 2011)
Fν,obs,pk ≈CE
5p−3
4
52 M
−
5p−7
4
ej,−2 n
p+1
4 ǫ
p+1
4
B,−1ǫ
p−1
e,−1d
−2
L,27ν
−
p−1
2
obs,6 µJy (2)
where the microphysical parameters ǫe,−1 and ǫB,−1 are in units
of 0.1, dL,27 is the luminosity distance in units of 1027 cm,
νobs,6 is the observing frequency in units of 6.0 GHz, and C
is a normalization constant, 3× 105× 1.1 5p−72 × 4.3− p−12 . For
νobs > νm,νa, the observed flux evolves as
Fν,obs =


Fν,obs,pk
(
t
tdec
)3
t < tdec
Fν,obs,pk
(
t
tdec
)
−
15p−21
10
t ≥ tdec
(3)
where t is the rest-frame time after the burst in days.
4. ANALYSIS & RESULTS
4.1. Light curves
Using Equations 1−3, we calculate a suite of model light
curves for a range of magnetar energies, ejecta masses, and
circumburst densities. For the magnetar energy, we consider
the maximum available rotational energy of 1053 erg, corre-
sponding to a stable or nearly stable magnetar with a relatively
low mass, i.e, Mns . 2.2 M⊙ (Metzger et al. 2015). We also
consider a more conservative energy of 1052 erg, which corre-
sponds to the rotational energy that is removed prior to black
hole formation for a supramassive NS with a mass ≈ 10%
higher than the maximum mass of a non-rotating NS, i.e.,
Mns ≈ 2.5 M⊙ (Metzger et al. 2015).
Motivated by numerical simulations showing that long-
lived merger remnants eject a high percentage, & 30%, of the
remnant accretion disk mass (Metzger & Fernández 2014),
we consider fiducial values for the ejecta mass of 0.03 M⊙
and 0.1 M⊙. Short GRBs explode in low-density environ-
ments, with a median circumburst density of ≈ 4×10−3 cm−3
(Fong et al. 2015); thus we consider a range of circumburst
densities over 10−4 −1 cm−3. We fix the value of the power-law
index p to the median of the short GRB population, p = 2.4
(Fong et al. 2015), ǫe = ǫB = 0.1, and νobs = 6.0 GHz. The re-
sulting light curves are shown in Figure 1. To compare the
model light curves to the observations, we use the luminosity
distance and redshift of each burst to convert the radio flux
densities to luminosity and the observed time to rest-frame
time after the burst (δtrest). The data are shown in Figure 1
and listed in Table 1.
Our observations span δtrest ≈ 1.3 − 7.6 yr and the lumi-
nosity limits range between νLν . (0.05 − 8.3)× 1039 erg s−1
(Table 1 and Figure 1). The brightest models are for Erot =
1053 erg and Mej = 0.03 M⊙, and the timing of the obser-
vations is well-matched to the deceleration timescale for the
low-density models, tdec ≈ 3 − 14 yr for n = 10−4 − 10−2 cm−3
(Equation 1). Consequently, the observations provide the
most stringent limits on the circumburst densities, and require
that n . (0.091 − 4.8)× 10−3 cm−3 for such a magnetar to be
present. However, for a higher ejecta mass of 0.1 M⊙, the
deceleration timescale is prolonged by a factor of ≈ 3 (Equa-
tion 1) and the observations are primarily sensitive to the
rising portion of the lightcurves for the lower-density mod-
els. We therefore find less stringent circumburst density con-
straints of n . (1.0 − 55)× 10−3 cm−3 (Figure 1).
Lowering the energy by a factor of 10 to Erot = 1052 erg
lowers the peak flux by two orders of magnitude, and pro-
longs the deceleration time by a factor of ≈ 3 for a given
ejecta mass. For Erot = 1052 erg and Mej = 0.03 M⊙, the
time of observations are similar to the deceleration timescale
for the higher-density models, and the density constraints are
n . (0.96 − 47)× 10−2 cm−3. The faintest models are for
1052 erg and Mej = 0.1 M⊙; the circumburst density require-
ments are n . 0.11 − 5.9 cm−3.
Overall, considering a magnetar which injects 1053 erg of
rotational energy, our observations uniformly rule out models
for n & 4.8×10−3 cm−3 (n & 0.06 cm−3) for an ejecta mass of
0.03 M⊙ (0.1 M⊙). Similarly, in the more conservative case
of 1052 erg of energy output, the observations rule out models
for n& 0.47 cm−3 (& 5.9 cm−3) for an ejecta mass of 0.03 M⊙
(0.1 M⊙).
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Figure 1. 6.0 GHz luminosity upper limits placed by VLA observations at the positions of nine short GRBs (red triangles), where the limits correspond to 3σ
confidence. Also shown are light curve models at 6.0 GHz for varying values of circumburst density (10−4 − 1 cm−3; grey curves), magnetar rotational energy
(1052 erg and 1053 erg), and ejecta masses (0.03 M⊙ and 0.1 M⊙). These models assume p = 2.4 and ǫe = ǫB = 0.1. A comparison of the VLA observations
to the brightest models (1053 erg, Mej = 0.03 M⊙) requires that the circumburst densities be . (0.09 − 5)× 10−3 cm−3 to accommodate a 1053 erg magnetar.
Similarly, a comparison to the faintest models (1052 erg, Mej = 0.1 M⊙) contrains the circumburst densities to . 0.1 − 5 cm−3 .
4.2. Maximum Magnetar Energy
To constrain the joint rotational energy-circumburst density
parameter space with the VLA observations, we use Equa-
tions 2-3 and the data in Table 1 to obtain expressions for en-
ergy as a function of circumburst density. For each burst, we
use the upper limits on the flux density to calculate an upper
limit on the combination of rotational energy and circumburst
density (Equations 2-3). We assume the same fiducial values
for p and ǫe as in Section 4.1, and consider three values for
ǫB: 10−4, 0.01 and 0.1. The resulting upper limits on the pa-
rameter space are shown for Mej = 0.03 M⊙ and 0.1 M⊙ in
Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. The bend in each con-
straint represents the different behavior before and after the
deceleration time.
Additionally, broad-band modeling of the afterglow emis-
sion provides vital measurements of the circumburst density,
which can be used as independent constraints on the allowed
parameter space. We collect the inferred circumburst den-
sities for eight bursts from Fong et al. (2015); there is not
enough information to constrain the circumburst density of
GRB 090515. These values are listed in Table 2 and shown in
Figures 2-3, where the ranges shown for each region denotes
the 1σ uncertainty. Comparing the models over the range of
densities allowed by afterglow observations gives an upper
limit on the energy of a magnetar remnant, Emax, listed in Ta-
ble 2 for both ejecta masses.
The maximum allowed energies are uniformly lower by a
factor of ≈ 3 for the smaller ejecta mass. For the four bursts
with relatively well-measured densities, GRBs 050724A,
051221A, 100117A, and 130603B, we can rule out the pres-
ence of a magnetar with Erot = 1053 erg for both ejecta masses.
The deepest constraints are for GRB 050724A, for which we
can place limits of Emax ≈ (2 − 5)× 1051 erg, two orders of
magnitude below the rotational energy of a stable ∼ 2.2 M⊙
magnetar (Table 2; Metzger et al. 2015). Three of the re-
maining bursts, GRBs 070724A, 090510, and 101219A, have
relatively low and uncertain inferred circumburst densities of
. 10−3 cm−3; thus the constraints on the energy are less strin-
gent, and we cannot rule out the presence of a magnetar with
Erot = 1053 erg. Finally, for GRB 080905A, a 1053 erg mag-
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Table 2
Constraints on Magnetar Properties
GRB Circumburst Densitya Ebmax (Mej = 0.03 M⊙) Ebmax (Mej = 0.1 M⊙)
(cm−3) (erg) (erg)
GRB 050724A 0.89+0.58
−0.49 2.2+0.36−0.31 × 1051 4.7+1.8−1.3 × 1051
GRB 051221A 0.03+0.006
−0.005 1.3+0.19−0.17 × 1052 4.5+0.43−0.39 × 1052
GRB 070724A 1.9+12
−1.6 × 10−5 4.8+7.6−3.0 × 1053 1.6+2.5−0.98 × 1054
GRB 080905A 1.3+33
−1.2 × 10−4 7.0+23−5.4 × 1052 2.3+7.5−1.8 × 1053
GRB 090510 1.2+5.5
−1.0 × 10−5 1.7+2.3−9.6 × 1054 5.5+7.7−3.2 × 1054
GRB 090515 · · · · · · · · ·
GRB 100117A 0.04+0.03
−0.01 3.3+0.77−6.2 × 1052 1.1+0.26−0.21 × 1053
GRB 101219A 4.6+59
−4.3 × 10−5 8.0+21.8−5.8 × 1053 2.6+7.3−1.9 × 1054
GRB 130603B 0.09+0.04
−0.03 2.1+0.44−0.36 × 1052 6.9+1.5−1.2 × 1052
Note. — Reported uncertainties correspond to 1σ confidence.
a Inferred circumburst densities as determined from afterglow observations (Fong et al.
2015).
b Maximum energy of a magnetar allowed by the observations assuming ǫB = 0.1.
netar can be ruled out for the smaller ejecta mass only (Ta-
ble 2 and Figures 2-3). If we consider a conservative case of
Erot = 1052 erg, only the observations for GRB 050724A can
rule out the presence of such a magnetar.
5. DISCUSSION
Prior to this effort, only two attempts have been made to
search for radio emission following short GRBs on timescales
of ∼years. Metzger & Bower (2014) used the VLA (prior to
the 2010 upgrade) to observe the fields of seven short GRBs,
half of which had extended emission in the X-ray band.
The observations were taken at 1.425 GHz on timescales of
δtrest ≈ 0.5 − 2 yr. They detected no radio emission to 3σ
limits of ≈ 200 − 500µJy (Metzger & Bower 2014). A sec-
ond study targeted two short GRBs with claims of associated
kilonovae, GRB 060614 (Jin et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2015)
and GRB 130603B (Berger et al. 2013; Tanvir et al. 2013),
and detected no radio emission to 3σ limits of ≈ 150 and
≈ 60µJy at rest-frame times of ≈ 7.9 and ≈ 1.3 yr, respec-
tively (Horesh et al. 2016). With flux limits of . 18 − 32µJy
for nine short GRBs, our study represents the deepest and
most extensive campaign for late-time radio emission follow-
ing short GRBs to date.
To demonstrate the improvement upon previous samples,
we compile the rotational energy-circumburst density con-
straints for the nine bursts in our sample for ǫB = 0.1 and the
two ejecta masses, Mej = 0.03 M⊙ and 0.1 M⊙ (Figure 4),
and compare these to the corresponding constraints from the
two previous studies (Metzger & Bower 2014; Horesh et al.
2016). We use the previously published radio limits, and as-
sume the same values for p, ǫe and ǫB as in our study to ensure
a uniform comparison. The resulting constraints are shown in
Figure 4. The observations presented in this work provide
deeper constraints on the combination of rotational energy
and circumburst density by factors of ≈ 20 − 50. For instance,
for lower ejecta masses, previous works are able to rule out a
magnetar with an available energy reservoir of 1053 erg for cir-
cumburst densities of & (1.5 − 250)×10−3 cm−3, compared to
& (0.09−4.8)×10−3 cm−3 in this work (Figure 4). Also shown
are the distributions of short GRB circumburst densities as in-
ferred from their afterglows, for the nine bursts in this sample
as well as the entire population. Overall, the large majority
of short GRBs have low inferred densities of . 0.1 − 1 cm −3
(Figure 4; Fong et al. 2015). Thus, in comparison to previous
studies, our work provides more meaningful limits in the den-
sity regime that actually corresponds to the inferred densities
of short GRBs.
Incorporating these circumburst density measurements
from the afterglows, we place limits on the maximum energy
of a long-lived magnetar remnant of . (0.02 − 17)× 1053 erg
for lower ejecta masses, and . (0.05 − 55)× 1053 erg for
higher ejecta masses. Overall, our observations rule out a
magnetar energy of 1053 erg for half of the events in our sam-
ple. Thus, we can rule out the presence of an indefinitely
stable magnetar in a significant fraction of short GRBs with
anomalous X-ray behavior. However, we cannot rule out a
relatively long-lived supramassive NS in these cases, which
could survive for times approaching the magnetic dipole spin-
down timescale (Spitkovsky 2006),
tsd ≃ 7
(
Bd
1015 G
)
−2( P
1 ms
)2
hr, (4)
where P is the initial spin period and Bd is the dipole surface
magnetic field strength of the magnetar.
Our observations rule out a magnetar with an energy reser-
voir of 1052 erg associated with a single event, GRB 050724A,
which has a maximum allowed energy of Emax ≈ (2 − 5)×
1051 erg (Table 2). This event exhibited extended emission
in the X-ray band which has previously been attributed to the
spin-down energy of a long-lived magnetar (Gompertz et al.
2013). If the merger that produced GRB 050724A resulted in
a remnant NS with a typical mass of Mns ≈ 2.3−2.4 M⊙ (e.g.,
Belczynski et al. 2008, their Figure 4), this would imply that
the NS EoS must be relatively soft at high densities, such that
it supports a maximum (non-rotating) NS mass of . 2.2 M⊙.
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Figure 2. Constraints on the rotational energy-circumburst density parameter space from VLA observations for the nine short GRBs in our sample. Constraints
are shown for Mej = 0.03 M⊙ and ǫB = 0.1, 0.01, and 10−4 (solid, dashed, and dot-dashed curves, respectively). In each panel, the curves represent upper limits
on the parameter space, where the region below each curve is allowed and the region above is ruled out. Light grey regions represent 1σ ranges of allowed
circumburst densities independently determined from afterglow observations for ǫB = 0.1 (Fong et al. 2015); there is not enough information to constrain the
circumburst density of GRB 090515. The average maximum value of the rotational energy constrained by the observations, Emax, at ǫB = 0.1 is denoted by a grey
triangle, corresponding to the values in Table 2. A grey horizonal line shows the maximum extractable rotational energy of a ∼ 2.2 M⊙ magnetar of 1053 erg.
The observations can rule out the presence of a ∼ 2.2 M⊙ magnetar for GRBs 050724A, 051221A, 080905A, 100117A and 130603B.
This limit is also also supported by constraints from observa-
tions of radio pulsars (e.g., Ozel & Freire 2016).
If a remnant NS is responsible for the extended X-ray emis-
sion of GRB 050724A and the NS EoS is indeed soft, the
remnant NS could be on the high mass end of the supra-
massive range (& 2.5 M⊙), such that it imparts a relatively
small amount of rotational energy of . 5× 1051 erg to the
surrounding medium before collapsing to a BH. In this case,
the collapse time would be significantly less than the dipole
spin-down timescale. By fitting the extended X-ray emission
to a magnetar model, Gompertz et al. (2013) derived an ini-
tial spin period of P ≈ 2.2 ms and magnetic field strength of
Bd ≈ 2.1× 1016 G, giving a dipole spin-down timescale of
tsd ≈ 270 sec (Equation 4) which is indeed longer than the
observed timescale of extended emission of ≈ 200 sec.
We note that the above conclusions are dependent on
the value of ǫB, and a very low value of ǫB would result
in less stringent constraints on the energy of a magnetar.
Our observational constraints would also be weakened if a
large fraction of the magnetar rotational energy is emitted
as gravitational waves instead of through electromagnetic
spin-down (e.g., Doneva et al. 2015; Lasky & Glampedakis
2016; Gao et al. 2016). However, this is unlikely during the
supramassive NS phase unless the internal magnetic field is
two orders of magnitude larger than the external dipole field
(e.g., Dall’Osso et al. 2009), or if the saturation amplitude
of the r-mode instability is higher than commonly believed
(Arras et al. 2003).
We compare our results to studies of magnetar emission
from short GRBs at other wavelengths. Gompertz et al.
(2015) used a broad-band afterglow model with time-varying
energy injection due to spin-down of a long-lived magnetar
to fit the X-ray and optical emission of four short GRBs with
X-ray plateaus, and made predictions for the associated ra-
dio emission. For the two events which overlap with our
sample, GRBs 051221A and 130603B, the predicted radio
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Figure 3. Same as for Figure 2 but for Mej = 0.1 M⊙ . The observations can rule out the presence of a ∼ 2.2 M⊙ magnetar for GRBs 050724A, 051221A,
100117A and 130603B.
emission is . 1µJy at GHz frequencies at & 100 days af-
ter the burst (Gompertz et al. 2015), consistent with the lim-
its in this paper. Similarly, fits to the luminosity and dura-
tion of short GRB X-ray plateaus with the magnetar model
resulted in ≈ (0.01 − 6)× 1052 erg of energy emitted during
the plateau phase (Rowlinson et al. 2013), consistent with the
values of Emax from our studies. In order to accommodate
both the early-time X-ray activity and the limits on the long-
term radio emission, we conclude that supramassive magne-
tars which inject a total energy of . 1053 erg must be rela-
tively common compared to stable magnetars. If the total en-
ergy constraints were uniformly more stringent, . 1052 erg,
the collapse to a BH should be relatively abrupt (i.e., during
the plateau phase itself), and we would expect more events
with dramatic drops in their X-ray light curves, similar to
GRB 090515 (Rowlinson et al. 2010).
We note that the radio emission model (Section 3) applied
in this paper neglects relativistic effects, both on the ejecta dy-
namics and the emission (e.g., relativistic Doppler beaming).
To understand how this simplification affects our results, we
generate light curve models for the parameters considered by
Horesh et al. (2016), who interpolate their results to also con-
sider the relativistic limit. We find that for models with ejecta
mass of 0.1 M⊙, the peak fluxes and timescales are virtually
identical across the full range of densities and energies con-
sidered here. However, for a lower ejecta mass of 0.01 M⊙,
the peak fluxes are elevated by a factor of ≈ 10 and the decel-
eration timescales are shortened by a factor of ≈ 2 − 3 when
compared to the Newtonian case. Therefore, incorporating
relativistic effects only serves to make the predicted emission
brighter, which then makes our observations even more con-
straining.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We study the long-term radio behavior of nine short GRBs
with early-time excess emission in the X-ray band that may
signify the presence of magnetars. Through our VLA ob-
servations on rest-frame timescales of ≈ 2 − 8 yr after the
bursts, we find no radio emission to luminosity limits of
. (0.05 − 8)× 1039 erg s−1 at 6.0 GHz. Our study demon-
strates that a significant fraction of short GRBs with anoma-
lous X-ray behavior do not have the associated radio emission
predicted from long-lived magnetars with energy reservoirs of
1053 erg. We also rule out a stable magnetar with an energy
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Figure 4. Constraints on the rotational energy-circumburst density parameter space from VLA observations for the nine short GRBs in our sample (colored
curves) for Mej = 0.03 M⊙ (left) and Mej = 0.1 M⊙ (right), assuming ǫe = ǫB = 0.1 and p = 2.4. The curves represent upper limits on the parameter space, where
the region below each curve is allowed and the region above is ruled out. Light grey curves denote constraints from previous work (Metzger & Bower 2014;
Horesh et al. 2016). A grey horizonal line represents the maximum extractable rotational energy of a ∼ 2.2 M⊙ magnetar of 1053 erg. In order to accommodate
a magnetar with energy 1053 erg, the radio upper limits require that the circumburst densities are . 4.8×10−3 cm−3 (. 0.06 cm−3) for ejecta masses of 0.03 M⊙
(0.1 M⊙). Bottom panels show the distribution of densities as determined from afterglow observations for all short GRBs (light grey) and for the bursts in this
sample (dark grey), where measurements have been weighted by their individual uncertainties.
reservoir of 1052 erg in a single case, GRB 050724A. These
radio observations, together with the known X-ray behavior,
imply that supramassive magnetars which inject . 1053 erg of
energy are common relative to stable magnetars.
Our study shows that a stiff NS EoS, corresponding to
a maximum stable (non-rotating) NS mass of Mns & 2.3 −
2.4 M⊙, is disfavored, unless the NS mergers which give
rise to short GRBs are particularly massive. However,
population synthesis models suggest that such massive bi-
naries only comprise a small fraction of all NS mergers
(Belczynski et al. 2008). A comparison of the observed rate
of short GRBs to constraints on the NS merger rate from Ad-
vanced LIGO/Virgo will soon provide insight on the fraction
of NS mergers which give rise to short GRBs, and thus addi-
tional insight on the NS EoS (e.g., Fryer et al. 2015). Upcom-
ing wide-field radio surveys will also constrain the population
of long-lived magnetars (Metzger et al. 2015), independent of
an association with short GRBs.
We cannot rule out that a long-lived magnetar is responsi-
ble for the extended X-ray activity after some short GRBs.
However, we can conclude that most such remnants should
be supramassive and hence should collapse to black holes on
timescales which are comparable to or shorter than their mag-
netic dipole spin-down timescales. If future radio observa-
tions can uniformly constrain the total available energy from
a magnetar to . 1052 erg, we should expect more abrupt col-
lapse signatures in the X-ray light curves of short GRB after-
glows.
The lack of evidence for stable, long-lived magnetars may
impact observational signatures from NS mergers at other
wavelengths. For example, neutron-rich outflows from the
NS merger form heavy elements via the r-process and un-
dergo radioactive decay, resulting in a kilonova transient
(Li & Paczyn´ski 1998). In the absence of a long-lived mag-
netar, the signal is expected to peak in the near-IR band
on ∼week timescales due to the large opacities of the
heavy elements produced (Barnes & Kasen 2013; Kasen et al.
2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013; Grossman et al. 2014;
Fontes et al. 2015). In contrast, the large neutrino lumi-
nosity from a long-lived magnetar may inhibit the forma-
tion of very heavy elements, resulting in a bluer kilonova
which peaks at optical wavelengths on ∼day timescales
(Metzger & Fernández 2014; Kasen et al. 2015). If the sam-
ple in this paper is representative of all NS mergers, this sup-
ports the idea that kilonovae associated with NS mergers peak
in the redder bands.
Since NS mergers are expected to be strong sources of grav-
itational waves, similar searches for long-term radio emis-
sion following NS mergers detected within the Advanced
LIGO/Virgo horizon distance of 200 Mpc will be able to place
limits of . 6× 1036 erg s−1. Thus, such searches will be cru-
cial in constraining the fraction of mergers that lead to mag-
netars with delayed or no collapse to a black hole, to signifi-
cantly higher confidence than is possible with the cosmologi-
cal sample.
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